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ABSTRACT

A decision tree approach is used to demonstrate high performance classificati
two fundamentally different problems: scenic beauty estimates of forestry ima
and pronunciations of proper nouns. The evaluation databases are comprehe
including 638 forestry images and over 20,000 surname pronunciations. Dec
trees have been constructed using three decision tree algorithms: Bayes, C
CART. The preliminary performance of these trees was shown to be promisin
those of several standard classification approaches including neural netw
principle components analysis, and linear discriminant analysis. The decision
technology presented in this paper, which we believe is a significant improvem
over existing public domain packages, is freely available from the ISIP web s

SUMMARY

Decision trees are used in many disciplines and in various applications for
exploration and data classification. Recently, decision trees have enj
widespread use on speech and image processing problems. The versatilit
usefulness of decision trees in various disciplines motivates us to investigat
functionality of decision trees for two extremely difficult applications — scen
beauty estimates of forestry images and pronunciations of proper nouns. T
particular applications, which we have been working on for several years, pre
highly nonlinear decision spaces with complex interrelationships amongst the
Conventional technology, such as neural networks, are unable to deliver
performance on these applications.

A decision tree is a data-driven statistical clustering method. As such, the prin
drawback of this approach is the need for large amounts of training d
representative of the problems. Such statistical approaches tend not to gene
well. The uncertainty in making a decision arises from the fact that the proble
not deterministic but probabilistic and involves emulating human subjec
performance. We have little information about some aspects of the problem. I
case of forestry imaging, the system attempts to estimate the aesthetic quality
image. There is little or no quantitative information on what constitutes a vis
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pleasing scene — we simply have the output from an extensive human evalu
available as training data. Similarly, predicting proper noun pronunciation
complicated since pronunciations of proper nouns do not follow typical letter
sound conversion rules.

We have implemented three types of decision trees: Bayes, C4, and CART.
Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’ rule. The apriori probabilities are assu
to be known. A input token can be assigned to a class based on a probab
decision rule. In our implementation of the Bayesian classifier, we use Ba
splitting rule to build multiple trees and use smoothing to average the trees.

Our implementation of CART, introduced by Brieman, constructs a bin
decision tree by recursively partitioning the training data. It grows a large tre
cover all of the training cases and then prunes down the tree to balance the
rate with size of the tree. CART uses the twoing criterion for splitting and co
complexity cross-validation for pruning. Finally, our C4 tree, introduced
Quinlan, generates a decision tree using the gain ratio as a splitting rule
pessimistic pruning as the pruning rule.

Our baseline technology for providing a scenic beauty estimate of a forestry im
involves formulating the problem in a pattern matching paradigm, and to b
models based on a diverse mixture of features. The features we use, such as
edges, and texture, are extracted from the image and statistically normalized
principle component analysis. We have compared this approach to one in w
the features are combined using a decision tree. Table 1 indicates the prelim
results:

We have yet to evaluate the decision tree trained to generate pronunciatio
surnames (used in a speech recognition application). This is a much h
problem due to the complexity of letter-to-sound rules, and the relatively large
of the database.

Our decision tree technology was implemented in C++ and follows a st
object-oriented design methodology. Two major advantages of our software
existing decision tree packages are that it can handle large amounts of tra
data, and there is no limit on the number of classes, attributes, or attributes va
Our software also allows data tagging enabling each attribute to be selected
the attribute file without having to reformat the training data.

Application
Random
Guess

Best Non-DT
System

Preliminary DT
System

Forestry Imaging 67% 37% 47%

Surnames N/A 50% In Progress

Table 1. A comparison of classification error rates for two applications: scenic beauty
estimates of forestry images and surname pronunciations.
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